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LUXURY COMPOSITE DECKING

Maintenance Free
Lifestyle!
One of the greatest concerns
of wooden decks is the high
maintenance it requires. The
South African sun has long been
the enemy of timber decks like
Balau, Teak, Cypress and others.
Splintering, splitting, rotting,
warping and fading are all caused
by the elements. Timber deck
owners are forced into a high
maintenance routine, typically
including chemical washing,
sanding and oiling several times
a year. This process to maintain
wood outdoors is time consuming,
labour intensive, and costly.
Royal Decking is engineered
to perform under the toughest
weather conditions. The core of
the boards is made out of a unique
combination of wood and plastic
materials, designed for maximum
durability, while each board is
wrapped in a protective outer layer
(called capping), making the deck
highly resistant to weathering, and
requiring no special maintenance!
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“I’m blown away and so impressed with Royal Decking delivering on everything I
asked for and more. I love my new outdoor space; everything was done to perfection,
from the decking, cladding, to the bench. The outcome is absolutely beautiful! They
are the best and I strongly recommend their products and service.” - J

The Beauty Of
Real Wood
In the past composite decking
options were limited, and most
products on the market looked
synthetic. The choice was
between high maintenance
natural wooden decks or high
performing but synthetic looking
composite decks. Today, following
an evolution in design and colour
technology, Royal Decking offers a
luxury, top performing composite
deck that looks and feels like
natural wood!
The development of unique
colour blending, and grain pattern
techniques gives each board
realistic colour veining and texture,
looking natural and beautiful. This
formulation ensures each board
will lighten gradually over time to
a seasoned tone. Royal Decking
composite boards are available in
a variety of wood colours like Ipe,
Teak, Mica Ash and more.
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No More Screws, Just
Flawless Surfaces!
Most traditional decks are fitted
with screws. The warping of the
wood in the sun, and the constant
sanding of the deck typically
cause the screws to protrude
above the surface. A protruding
screw is not only an eye-sore but a
hazard to bare feet.
Royal Decking is installed with
hidden fasteners, eliminating the
danger of screws, and giving the
deck a clean flawless appearance!
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Green Is Beautiful
Millions of trees are lost in the
production of traditional wooden
decks. Royal Decking WPC is an
environmentally friendly green
product, made from recycled wood
and plastic. When you use Royal
Decking WPC you are saving trees.
Enjoy a stunning luxury deck that
not only looks good but feels good
too.

“Royal Decking replaced the wooden
deck attached to our house with great
success. This has vastly improved
the flow from our house to the garden
and enhanced the entertaining area
significantly. The installation of the
new deck was handled professionally
and efficiently.” - R
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About Royal Decking
Royal Decking is an importer
and installer of luxury composite
decking, for residential and
commercial projects within and
around South Africa. Our passion
is decking. Our goal is to create
the ultimate outdoor living
experience for our clients, to turn
their outdoor space into a resort
they will never want to leave.
We offer a turnkey solution for
the refurbishment of the entire
outdoor area, from conception to
completion, including design and
project planning, tailored to client
needs and preferences.
Our composite decking is
engineered to withstand South
Africa’s hot climate, and is highly
resistant to splintering, fading,
and warping. Unlike traditional
wooden decking requiring routine
maintenance, it is maintenance
free! It is the best solution to an
outdoor living space!
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What We Do
Royal Decking supplies and installs WPC (Wood Plastic
Composite) decking, cladding, pergolas, planters,
garden benches, as well as pools, water features,
outdoor lighting and much more.
Royal Decking additional services:
•

Material Supply for DIY Projects

•

Free Design, Measurements & Quotes

•

Home Extensions & Improvements

•

Deck Plans & Material Lists

•

Removal of Existing Decks

•

Renovations, Remodelling & Deck Replacement

•

Fencing Services

BEFORE

AFTER
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BEFORE

AFTER
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“The deck came out
beautifully, it looks as good
as it could be and as it was
promised” - TR

Steps

Custom Cabinet
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“The deck looks amazing and I’m so glad I chose Royal
Decking to do my decking project. I would recommend
your company to anyone who is interested in doing a
deck. I can’t thank you enough for sticking to time and
dealing with any queries I had.” - L
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Planters

Pergola
Sand

Antique

Splinter
Resistant

Weather
Resistant

Mica Ash

Termite
Resistant

Stain
Resistant

Teak

Fade
Resistant

Manufacturer Certification

Water Feature

Balustrade
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Mold
Resistant

Ipe

Low
Maintenance
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